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Title word cross-reference

2 [KPSL10, KHJK13, LPR06]. 3 [AW15, AWR18, BSW10, BSHW14, EBPJ16, GLT05b, GVC+17, HOH15, HAHG17, JDR08, KPSL10, LDDR18, Lav09, NFD+21, OR04, Ste15, SK16, VSKL17, WPDH14, WBNF06]. K [KDK+16].

1994 [Bar05a]. 1996 [FTB05, WK05b]. 1997 [Bre05, MPC05]. 1998 [BM05, EM05a, Fer05].


Adjustment [JWA19, JDKN18]. Adult [JAA+16]. advantages [WWA11].
Aesthetic [ZY+17, TJ+11]. Affect [LCC15, GNP+10]. affected [TSC13].
Affective [LCC15, SC18, WK+17, KW09, MDR10]. Affects [LV+20, ZOH+15, ZNWK12].
Affordance [LRB15]. After [FM05, SB12]. Agent [AONB17, JOZ+21].
aid [JSHG08, RDF11]. aided [SDW05]. air [PC08].
al [BM05, FTB05, SCS05]. Albums [KPL+19].
Alignment [USA20]. Alphabet [PVK20]. Alty [Vic05]. Ambient [KDK+16, DCR06].
Ambient/Focal [KDK+16]. Ambiguities [WBH20]. Analysis [ASG+18, BCD15, BH17, CLR10, FZL20, FK19, MMS05, NOSS17, RTSW18, TMM17, BMGC05, CWB10, FCH09, FBT05, MB04, MP09, TDK+13]. Analyzing [NGJT13]. Angiography [ABK+15]. Angle [Ste15, HS12, TSRD07]. Animals [SNW16].
Animated [HCKH16, BAMB13, HJO+10, WBCB08]. animating [TCMH11]. animation [RO09].
Arts [PHRE15], assess [SB07]. assessed [VCR08]. Assessing [HBW11, HBF16, TCG19, WTWN16]. Assessment [MBM19, GVC+17, NF+21, VSKL17, ZLQ+19, APP07, DCN+06, WK05a]. Assistants [RL17]. Assisted [DCRS15].
assumptions [MRT+10]. asymmetric [SMI06]. Attention [BFSV16, BH17, HHNOP19, KDK+16, O'S05, FRC10, GMT09, HCS10, RTPG11].
audio-visual [BSVD10, LZZ+13, RBCK12]. audiovisual [BJK13, GLT05b]. Auditory [AL15, FR08, OR04, RFR09, AZ10, Bar05a, Bar05b, BMGC05, BM05, EM05a, GDBP13, GLT05b, KW05, MB04, NV08, SC05, SCS05, KW05a, DFJ+20].
augmentations [KMOH13]. Augmented [AL15, RVH+19, HFJS09, KWS08, KMOH13, SDW05].
augmented-reality [KWS08]. auralization [VA05, Vic05]. Author [GLT05a, MPC05, HR05b, Vic05].
Automated [HBK+21, KDCM15, SMO+10]. Automatic [PMS17, McN06, RVB05, TVR+11].
 auxiliary [KMOH13]. avatar [KS12].
avoidance [FFW07]. awareness [MBCW10, ZCRTW12].
Balance [KCC19, WB+11]. Balancing [KDCM15]. Barrass [Bar05a]. Base [RSM+15]. Based [BFSV16, BYB18, CSUN05, GA17, KPD19, KHH17, KVDE19, LRB15, LZZ+18, SXCS15, SJ18, TUG+20, BS06, BMB19, DFR+05, ENC+08, HR05b, HVM06, HDH10, JWA19, Kaw19, KBP+13, MI07, MC05, MTCR+07, MTD09, RLH+08, SMS13, WMA12, ZC06, ZLO13, ZNWK12, ZLQ+19, VD05b]. Bayesian [ECO11]. be [FBT05, RVB05]. Beauty

D [AW15, AWR18, BS10, BSHW14, EBP06, GLT05b, GVC+17, HOH15, HAHG17, JDR08, KPSL10, KHK13, LPR06, LDDR18, LPO09, NF+21, OR04, Ste15, SK16, VSK17, WDZ16, WBNF06]. Data [BMGC05, BH17, FBT05, NW08, Bar05b, FTB05, HDH10, LME10, MP09].
Displays [BSH18, HOH15, HAHG17, JWA19, LLBM15, MD05, MGVM16, NMVRB20, SWA14, WPDH14, WHRS18, BM05, CLR10, HHL10, LFM12, MLK+06, PCK08, SCG05, WK05a, ZNWK12].

Distal [RTPG11]. Distance [AL15, BYB18, KCK+18, LWK18, MD05, PKCR05, FR08, FLKB07, GNP+10, KTCR09, NAB+11, NZG+11, RBCK12, SCRTW05, WCCRT09, ZNWK12].

Distances [LLBM15]. Distinctiveness [BGL+08, OEMO16]. Distinguishing [SNW16]. Distortion [DK19, CLR10].

DNN [DK19]. Do [RDF11, SB12]. Doel [vdD05a]. Does [DFJ+20, GNP+10]. Dome [GATM18].

don't [HU11]. dots [LPHL05]. Down [MGM16].

Drawing [PD17, SDW05]. Drawings [CPVC19].

Driving [BBE16], During [EBPJ16, BSH14, FFW07, FCH+07, GNA04, JWB12, LAE09, MGVM16, VSCM12].

Dynamic [APLR17, JWA19, KFSN16, EML13, LSRS10, MMS06, NCVW10, RDLTS04].

earcon [MB04]. earcons [MB04]. edges [ACMS10]. Editing [VHBO14]. Editorial [Int06, MB10, PK07, RB04, RB08, Rso05, Tho07, BO09, CRM09, FL09, HE05].

Editors [IG15]. Editors-in-Chief [IG15].

Edwards [EM05a]. EEG [MG12]. Effect [HNNP19, NP15, RO09, SX15, ZHRM15, ZNO+20, AJML13, CWT+05, MJH+09, PJK+11].

Effectiveness [KWS08, PW10, ZCRTW12]. Effects [BBE16, JLS+17, JOZ+21, KMH+19, KSLM15, LKTH06, LWK18, MR18, NW08, NZG+11, RRM+16, SM06, SWA14, EPO11, GATE04, KTCR09, WCCRT09]. efficacy [LPO09]. efficient [LZG+13].


electro-ocular-graph-based [WMA12]. electromyographic [NJS06]. Electrostatic [IOYK19]. embodied [SBR07].

Embodiment [KSLM15]. Embodiments [AONB17]. Emotion [GFD+15, MJM+09].

Emotional [WKM+15, NTKA12]. Emotionally [WKM+17].


Enhancement [ABK+13, MI07].

Enabling [KSM+05, PCK08, ZAC12]. enough [ONS12]. entities [SMS13].

Entropy [KDS+15, ZZ13]. Environment [AL15, GNNM18, JOY+18, RSM+15, APP07, LRS010, MCR+07, MRT+10, RPH10, WBN+11].

Environments [BSH14, BY18, EJP16, BSH19, JKB17, LRB15, RBC14, RRM+16, SX15, BB13, BSVD10, FFW07, FCH+07, FLKB07, GNP+10, HBW11, JWB12, KSB+13, SCRTW05, LPO09, LBWP07, MBCW10, MC05, NAB+11, NZG+11, PK07, PI08, PKCR05, RBCK12, SCRTW05, SAB07, SGS+11, WCCRT09, WNW+07].

error [LPO09]. errors [RO09].

Establishing [TUG+20]. estimating [RDLTS04].

Estimation [BYB18, FLKB07, LSL+16, GBBP13, GNP+10, LXXB10, NW08, RLH+08].

Estimations [RNLH16].

EuroHaptics [HE05].

Evaluating [APK15, AK16, BGM17, HBB+21, HH005, HCKH16, KPS05, KFL+07, LCC15, MJH+09, RLV+10, WBCB08, ZCRTW12, BMGC05].

Evaluation [BBM19, BM05, BTDB20, EML13, EJP16, JDR08, LPT+06, MLK+06, MR18, RSTSW18, VGBF10, VHBO14, WBC+07, WBN+11, ZYZ+17, AR08, BBD+09, BC05, DFZ+05].
[FCH +07, ZHRM15, ZNO +20]. Generated [FWN +14, HBF16, SGHL +19, JOZ +21, WBC +07]. Generating [SDBRC13].


Graph [SMS13, WMA12]. Graph-based [SMS13]. Graphics [FL09, NFH +21, TUG +20].

graphs [NW08, WM08]. Grohn [GLT05a].

grounding [YB04]. Guest [BO09, CRM09, FL09, Int06, Rus05, Tho07].

Guidance [GATM18]. guided [HCS10]. guidelines [CST +10].

Hair [RTSW18]. Hand [Fer19, RVH +19]. WTWN16, AAM08, VGBF10]. hand-arm [VGBF +10]. hand-held [AAM08]. Handles [SCM18].

Handling [MO09a]. Haptic [BSH +06, BCD15, CYK +21, EBPJ16, SXCS15, AJML13, BTDB20, CWT +05, CKWB06, CWB10, DMR +05, GMA13, HDH10, JSHG08, KSM +05, LBT08, PDZ05, RFR09, SHBK05]. HapticWalker [SHBK05].

Harmony [MP20]. HDR [APK15, AK16, KYL +07, SDBRC13]. Head [JWA19, JKB17, LCC15, LLBM15, MD05, NMVRB20, WRHS18, JWLB12, LGE09, RPH10, WCCRT09, ZNWK12].

Head-Mounted [LLBM15, MD05, WRHS18, JWA19, NMVRB20, WCCRT09, ZNWK12].

Head-Worn [JKB17]. Heading [APP07, KBL +06]. Heads [CMR +05].

Height [LLBM15], held [AAM08].

Hermann [HR05a]. Hero [KHW +15].

euristics [BSW10]. High [APLR17, KDCM15, EML13]. HCS10, HR05a, MMS06, NCVW10].

high-dimensional [HR05a].

High-Dynamic-Range [APLR17, EML13]. high-fidelity [HCS10]. High-Level [KDCM15]. Higher [WAH +15].

Highlighting [KM17]. HMD [BYB18, KTCR09, LRB15]. HMD-Based [BYB18, LRB15]. HMDs [LWK18]. holes [LBT08, VVH10]. holistic [FHC04].

Horizon [MD05]. HTC [KCS17, KKC19]. HTTP [BMB19]. HTTP-based [BMB19].

Human [ASG +18, DK19, FWN +14, HBK +21, KMM +19, KM17, KVDE19, LDDR18, NOSS17, SK18, SNW16, TVR +11, DMR +05, ECOG11, HJO +10, JG09, KVJG10, LZG +13, SI04, TJL +11, VGBF10].

Human-inspired [TVR +11]. Human-Machine [KM17]. Human-Perceived [LDDR18].

Human-Robot [SK18]. Humans [ZHRM15, ZMM19, OAD +12, SB12].

Hybrid [MDT09]. Hypothesis [CXZ14].

ICAD [Bar05a, BM05, Bre05, BS05a, EM05a, Fer05, FTB05, GLO15a, HR05b, MPC05, SCS05, Vic05, WIV05, vdD05a].

Icons [SJ18]. Identification [BFSV16, HBF16, HJ07, NW08, TSRD07]. Identifying [BOK10, TG08, MP09].

Identity [HBK +21]. Identity-Masking [HBK +21]. II [LKTH06]. illumination [DCR06, HFJS09, LXXB10, YCK +09].

Illumination [Kaw19, RVH +19, AR08, RVSP09].

Illustrations [SGHL +19]. Image [AW15, BPF16, FB05, NG06, PMS17, RNLH16, LAE09, MDT09, RLV +08, RLV +10, SDBRC13, SLW +11, TGT +09, WMS08].

image-processing [RLV +10].

Image-Quality [RNLH16]. image/model [MDT09]. image/model-based [MDT09].

imagery [MNO06, ONS12]. Images [ABK +15, CSUN05, DK19, FWN +14, GBA17, Kaw19, MMS015, TGGC19, WBHP20, AJML13, DCN +06, MIO7, MMS06, MO09a, NCVW10, SDBRC13,


Keep [JWA19]. kinematics [WMVO05]. Kramer [WK05b].


Load [LZL+18, ZLQ+19, HMS09]. Local [VSWB07, AJML13, Lav09]. Localization [WPDB14]. Location [RL17]. Locomotion [ASG+18, KCRT08, LBWP07, MTCR+07].
locomotor [WWA11]. LOD [DBS+09].
lumigraphs [MO09b].

Machine [KM17, SNW16]. Magnitude [HCKH16, VGBF10]. Make [KFSN16].
Making [SGF+10]. Malformation [AK+15]. management [DBS+09].
manipulate [KS12]. Manipulated [JLS+17]. Manipulating [CKWB05].
Manipulation [SK18, FM05, NVW13].
Masking [HBK+21, Lav09]. Mass [SK18].
Material [BCS17, VSKL17, BSVDD10, HJ07].
Materials [FK19, FB05, DFJ+20].
mathematical [KHJK13].
maximized [LZG+13]. McGurk [CMR+05].
McNamara [Fer05]. me [AAM08]. Means [PTP14]. Measure [LDDR18, HMS09, Lav09]. Measurement [LZL+18, GN+10, KB+06, KW10].
Measures [TNE20, McN06].
mechanical [WCCRT09].
mechanically [VVH10].
media [SGA+07]. mediation [KWSS08]. memory [MRT+10].
Mesh [KVJG10].
meses [GVC+17, Lav09]. Message [IG15].
metaphors [WK05a, WK05b].
Method [MMSO15, USA20, BR13, GN+10].
Methodology [AK16, EM05b]. Methods [CMR+05, DCN+06, GATM18, HBK+21, KCK+18, NFD+21, JDR08].
Metric [GBA17].
metrics [PMS17].
mimebot [AONB17].
miner [MPC05].
morphemes [ZNWK12]. mirrors [AC11]. Mismatch [BTDB20].
Mitsopoulos [EM05a]. Mixed [IOYK19].
Mobile [KBL14, MSRL16, ONS12, WWA11].
Modalities [PD17, TMM17].
mode [NP15].
Model [RR05b, KHKP15, SJ18, ZLQ+19, HVMO6, HJKK13, LPT+06, SB12, SVHS06].
Model-Based [SJ18, HR05b, MDT09].
Modeling [APL17, KPL+19, SBR07, TJL+11, TCMH11, WWA11, PW10].
Models [AK+15, CMR+05, HHO05, KVDE19, NVW13, VSCL17, KBP+13, RDLTS04, vdD05b].
motion [LBT08].
mono [WP10].
monocular [EM13].
Moral [FKM17]. Morse [PVK20].
Motion [AWR18, HCKH16, JAA+16, JLS+17, KHW+15, MSRL16, NOS17, OEM016, VHBO14, WTN16, WB04, ZHRM15, ZNO+20, BSPB10, BOK10, CLR12, DRT07, FLKB07, JW12, LPR06, LAE09, MJH+09, MAYK13, MTCR+07, NCNS11, NGJT13, RSPA+06, RFR09, RVSP09, TSROD07].
motion-field [LPR06].
motivated [CST+10, SLW+11].
Mounted [LLBM15, MD05, WRS18, JWA19, NMVRB20, WCCRT09, ZNWK12].
Mouse [BFVS16, KL06].
Movement [GFD+15, KVDE19, HCS10, LAE09].
 Movements [BFVS16, RKS16, NTKA12].
Moving [RVSP09, RBC12].
MR [AKB+15].
Multi [ZLQ+19].
Multi-Feature [ZLQ+19].
Multidimensional [CWB10].
multimedia [BJK13].
Multimodal [BWG12, LCC15, RM16, TG19, TUG+20, GMT09, YB04].
multiple [AC11, LRS10]. multiscale.
LPT+06].
multivariate [RLV+10].
multiview [HHL10].
Muscle [DCRS15, MP20, WKM+15, AZ10, MDR10].
Musical [MGM16, PD17, VA05, WKM+17].

Natural [RM16, SVHS06, GTG+09, VSWB07, WMS08, WP10].
natural-image
[TGT+09]. Naturalness [KVDE19].
Navigation [USA20, GBLR10, GLT05b, MLT+06, VVJD05]. Near
[BTDB20, NAB+11, KWS08]. Near-field
[BTDB20, NAB+11]. Negative
[LPO09, KWI09]. Network
[HBK+21, TCGC19]. networks [NJS06].
Neural [HBK+21, PW10, TCGC19, NJS06]. Night
[KRV+14]. Nighttime [MGVM16].
NMF [ZLO13]. node [WB04]. Non
[AONB17, FKM17, LTL+18, TG19].
Non-Invasive [LTL+18]. Non-player
[FKM17]. Non-Verbal [AONB17].
Non-visual [TG19]. nonvisual
[EM05b, JSHG08]. normal [DKR+05]. novel
[AJML13, DFZ+05, SHBK05, WMVO05].
Numerically [RLT+04]. numerosity
[GGD13].
Object [BSHW14, CKWB06, HU11, SK18].
Objective [VG+17]. Objects [KFSN16, LDDR18, CA11, NGJT13, RLTS04].
O’Brien [AR08]. observers [ECOG11].
Obstacle [FFW07]. occluders [MO09a].
ocular [WMA12]. Oculomotor
[KHKP15, KHK13]. off [LRB15].
Olfactory [NMVRB20, RBC14].
onomnidirectional [SGS+11].
onomnisteresoscopic [CR+10]. Online
[WPDB14]. Onset [BCB20]. operator
[GB08]. operators [AR08, AG06]. optically
[VVH10]. Optimal [ONS12]. Optimizing
[BS05b, BS05a]. organization [MDR10].
orientation [RPH10, ZCRTW12]. other
[PNJ+11]. other-race [PNJ+11]. Outdoor
[TLS+15].
pace [TSC13]. painters [SMO+10].
painting [ZZ13]. pairs [SDBC13]. palette
[BC05]. panoramas [CLR12]. panoramic
[MO09a]. Parameter [Fau17]. Parameters
[KHKP15]. Parametric [LPEP12]. part
[FBT05]. participating [SGA+07]. path
[FCH+07, HHL10, KBL+06].
path-searching [HHL10]. patients
[APP07]. Pedestrian
[JOY+18, EO11, SBAP07]. Pedestrians
[RH17]. people [KS+12]. Perceivably
[JAA+16]. Perceived
[BMB19, CKAD18, KBL14, KCS+17, KVDE19, KSLM13, LDDR18, SMI06, WKM+15, ZOH+15, BB+13, DRT07, KBL+06, KDL06, LKTH06, MJH+09, WP10].
Perceiving [AJML13]. Perception
[ARAP+18, AWR18, BFSV16, CB+14, CZX14, CPVC19, CLR12, FWN+14, FZL20, FB05, FL09, GFD+15, HBK+21, JOZ+21, KPD+19, KCK+18, LAE09, MI07, MD05, NP15, RM12, SK12, SNW16, SLW+11, TLS+15, TMM17, TG19, TGT+09, VVHV10, ZHRM15, ZMI09, AASH+12, BSVD10, CM09, CA13, CWT+05, ENC+08, FR08, KBP+13, MJM+09, MMS13, NAB+11, NZG+11, OR04, PCKR05, RBCX12, RSPA+06, RDF11, SCRTW05, TNL+11, YBC13]. Perception-Action
[JOZ+21]. Perception-Based
[BFSV16, KPD+19, MI07].
Perception-motivated [SLW+11].
Perceptions [HCKH16, YB04]. perceptive
[BBD+09]. Perceptual [APLR17, AR08, AW15, BSH18, BAMB13, EM05a, EPO11, FKL19, HBM+14, JDKN18, KMH+19, LPR06, MM13, MAYKM13, MDR10, MR18, NCSC11, SCSC05, SG+10, SGA+07, TGG+20, VCR08, VHBO14, YCK+09, ZB17, Bar05b, BMG105, JS10, MM06, McN06, MO09a, MO09b, NG06, PCK08, RO09, WBC10, WH08, WMV10, ZZ13].
Perceptually [CST+10, CMR+05, Fau17, HCS10, KFSN16, LCC15, HVM06]. Perfect
[KBL14]. Performance
[BTB20, DK19, KDR+05, GTA04, HHL10, KBL+06, MBG09, MDR10, RLV+10].
Performances [DCR+15]. Peripheral
[LW18, LV++20, DB+09, TGT+09].
Periphery [BC17]. Persistent [JOZ+21].
Personal [WAEG06]. Personality
[GFD+15, HCKH16, WTN16]. Perspective [NOSI17]. phenomena
[EBPJ16]. Physically [vdD05a]. physiological [VSCM12]. Picking
[KVE16]. pictorial [WP10]. Pilot
[KHKP15, KJKH13]. plasticity [SCSG05]. platform [BSPB10]. plausible [SVHS06]. player [FKM17]. Point [AW18, NW08]. point-estimation
[NW08]. Pointing
[BP10]. polar [ZC06]. Polarized
[HAHG17]. Pole [LRB15]. Polyhedral
[HNO05]. Polyhedral [CPVC19]. Pong
[DFJ+20]. poorer [TGT+09]. populations
[DKR+05]. portable [MP09]. Portraits
[HBF16]. Posed [TCP+14]. position
[KSI2, TSDF+07]. positive [KFI09]. possibility [RFR09]. Possible [LBBM15]. potential
[HBB11]. Predict
[KHW+15, P08]. predicted [KB+13]. Predicting
[HXX05, KVX19, PK20]. prediction [BSW10, LPT+06]. predictions
[RDF11]. Predictive [BCD15]. Predictor
[KDCM15]. Prefer [WAH+15]. Preference
[TKK+13, FCH+07]. preferences
[GTAE04]. Presence [TVV+20, MBG09]. Presentation
[KW09]. Primitive [KVDE19]. principled
[EM07b]. principles
[MB04, YBC13]. Printed [Kaw19]. private
[BC19]. problems [WH08]. procedures
[CWB10]. processing [MMS06, RLV+10]. Product
[SS19]. profile [SB12]. Profiles
[TUG+20]. Program [BGK17, Vic05, VA05]. Projection
[KFSN16, KBP+15]. Propagation
[RRM+16]. properties
[BSV10, WCC10]. Proposed
[AK16]. proprioception
[BOK10]. prosthesis
[BOK10]. protocol [GNP+10]. Providing
[BCB20]. Proxemics
[LSR10, KS12]. proximal
[RTPG11]. proximal-distal
[RTPG11]. Proximity
[ZNO+20]. pseudo
[AJM13, LBT08]. pseudo-haptic
[AJM13, LBT08]. Psychoacoustic
[RHM+16]. psychophysical
[CSJ09]. psychophysically
[SVHS06]. Psychophysics
[Fe19, TEG08]. Public
[BCB20]. pulling [AM08]. Pupil
[JDFK18]. purposes
[MAYKM13]. Qualities
[GFD+15, BGMC05]. Quality
[BPF16, BMB19, DK19, GAVC+17, KBL14, NF+21, PMS17, RNLH16, SGHL+19, VSL17, NCW10, RLH+08, RLV+10, SMI06]. Quantification
[CYK+21]. Quantifying
[MRT+10, SGHL+19, WBHP20, WP10]. Quantity
[MW15]. queries
[W04]. race
[PJN+11]. radiologist
[AM06]. Range
[APL17, EML13, MMS06, NV10]. ranking [SVHS06]. rapid
[W04]. Rate
[WPH+15]. ratings
[CKW06]. Ratio
[IOYK19]. Reaches
[RSM+15]. Reaching
[EBPJ16]. reading
[BWD12, GTAE04]. reading-related
[GTAE04]. Real
[ASG+15, Can09, EBPJ16, FK19, LFM12, FFW07, N+10, LG+13, MC06, NAB+11, NCW10, ONS12, PK07, PKCR05, SCRTW05, SFG+10, WBC+07, WNW+07]. Real-time
[LFM12]. Real-world
[Can09, FK19, WC+07]. Realism
[FNW+14, BB13, ENC+08, WBC08]. Realistic
[CMR+05, VHO04]. Reality
[ASG+18, APLK17, AL15, BTDB20, JLS+17, KCK+18, KK19, KSLM15, LVV+20, NF+21, RVH+19, RM16, ZMM19, ZNO+20].
synthesis [MAYKM13, WH08]. synthesize [JDR08, MC05]. Synthesized [MR18].
synthetic [OR04]. System [KHH17, WK+17, VGBF10]. Systematic [TNE20]. systems [FRC10, HU11].


Ultrasound [CY+21]. unattended [DKR+05]. unconstrained [SGS+11]. Underestimation [LLBM15].

validation [CKWBO6]. Value [LZL17]. variations [TGJ08]. varying [LKTH06]. Vascular [LZL+18]. vection...
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